
Goalie Hands / warm up:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDSv-rObkFY 

 Note that at the 1:30 mark he talks about the side arm shots.. you see this in a very limited 

fashion in the girls game.  I personally do not recommend using this as a point of emphasis.  

Goalie Warmup: http://www.playsportstv.com/girls-lacrosse/goalie-warm-up-drill 

 I strongly recommend reviewing this program.  I follow a program very similar.   

 Use a tennis racket:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5tOwtiwzBY 

Drills for working on goalie footwork:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jg_Xe1KyaFE 

 There is a great point of emphasis here related to goalie tosses and using two hands versus one 

hand.  This is a very valid point that you will see when you do this with one hand.  

Great Drill for Hand Eye Coordination:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixNOqKEN1TE 

 I do not recommend the balance ball. 

 I also do not recommend the math problems but it would be good to ask the player about what 

they had for lunch, favorite movie, favorite song, etc.   

Colored Balls:  I love this drill set 

 For this drill we need colored tennis 

balls in 4 different colors and 4 mini 

disc cones. 

 Setup the 4 cones along the crease to 

simulate the spots on a five-step arc. 

 Place a different colored tennis ball 

atop each cone. 

 The coach stands about 5 feet in 

front of the goal with the colored 

tennis balls in a bucket. He pulls out a 

ball quickly and throws it to a 

different spot in the goal. 

 The goalie must make the save, driving their top hand and lead foot to the ball. After making the 

save the goalie tosses the ball at the cone which matches the tennis ball’s color. 

 There should be very little time in between throws. We want this drill to be quick. As the tennis 

balls comes, the goalie doesn’t know which color is coming so they need to react to make the 

save while reading the color and quickly processing the information. 

 If you make a mistake, don’t worry about it, move on. As a goalie, you’re going to let in goals. It 

happens. 

 The most important element is how you react. Do you pout and compound the errors? Or do 

you move on to the next ball? 

 Here is a variation of it:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xTbZmZvSqQ 

  

Go to drills / work for goalies when you do not have a coach to assist and the drill you are running does 

not need a goalie 

Core Strength:  Essential for a goalie given how many shots they can take off the body 

 Jump rope:  https://youtu.be/rSYkJIOnT78 
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Juggling is an essential drill for goalie training.  Here are a few helpful videos to help with teaching 

younger girls how to juggle 

 Start with Scarves:  https://youtu.be/1esOebTkDZo 

 Progress to bean bags (No video) 

 Progress with two hand juggling off a wall: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4HmZ9LljRs 

 Great progression video to three ball juggling:  https://youtu.be/x2_j6kMg1co 

Ladders: 

 Goalies should not be standing when the drill does not require a goalie.  Here are some great 

ladder drills the goalie can do.  Keep them in gear to for some additional conditioning benefits 

with the extra weight of the gear:  https://youtu.be/VE9K9w6rOmM 

Stand Alone Footwork Drills: Notice the compression of the head on low shots.  This is an often missed 

fundamental in youth goaltending.  The head of the stick should be driven into the ground.  Also notice 

the top hand is pushed forward.  

Station 1: Zig Zag Drill – Setup 5 lacrosse balls at 

45 degree angle, in a zig zag. Step and drive your 

top hand to simulate making a low save. Reset 

your body position and do it again with the next 

lacrosse ball at the station. 

 

Station 2: Arc Drill – Immediately move to 

station 2 where we have 4 lacrosse setup to 

simulate the spots in between our 5-step arc. 

Simulate making a save on a low shot in between 

your legs. 

Then move to the next spot on the arc and reset. 

Again, simulate making the low save, driving your 

top down. Move to the next spot and repeat. 

 

Station 3: Lateral Step – Lateral step is a little 

more of advanced move, so skip this if your goalie 

is brand new. In this station we setup 4 balls in a 

row. Instead of taking our 45 degree step, we’ll 

take a lateral step and simulate making a low 

save. 
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